Schools Recommendation
Discussion Process

• Today - identify high level themes from feedback

How we will
approach
today and
next month

• Today – Focus in on role of Alliance Schools
Committee in providing guidance and monitoring
of Adi’s Act Implementation
• Next Meeting – Focus on other school related
initiatives (such as Sources of Strength,
YouthSave trainings)
• Identify one or two members of committee who
are willing to work w Annette and Jenn on
crafting recommendations between this meeting
and next

What else did you
notice

• We will take a pause now for
you to review the YSIPP
recommendations we
collected.
• Does anything stand out for
you or surprise you?
• Do you notice any additional
themes?
• Is there anything essential that
is missing?
• Record Answers on Jam Board

We Identified
Four Key
Feedback
Themes from
Committee

• Focus of Schools Committee should be on
monitoring and supporting implementation of
Adi’s Act.
• Suicide prevention requires schools to partner
with community, parents and local behavioral
health systems.
• Addressing school culture is essential – including
building more trust between teachers, students
and parents
• Suicide prevention should be both universal and
targeted – that is there should be prevention
information for everyone but targeted efforts to
identify and support the most vulnerable

Let’s Focus on Adi’s Act Today
Key Questions:
What does effective implementation of Adi’s Act look like?
How do we influence implementation and ongoing
improvement?
Example goals:
• Establish more formal relationship to ODE, School Safety Task
Force (get more specific)
• Partner with ODE/OHA to develop key indicators to assess such
as number of plans submitted, staff trained (other indicators to
consider?)
• What else? Use Jam Board for brainstorm of ideas
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Top Areas of Focus:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
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School Climate
State & School Policy
Culturally Responsive or Population Specific
Assessment or Intervention
Training (staff and or students)
Postvention

Priority areas for collaboration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Peer Support Organizations (Youth and family)
Community Mental Health Programs
Child Welfare
Hospitals
Regional Suicide Prevention Coalitions
Coordinated Care Organizations
System of Care Governance
Other parts of healthcare system
Law Enforcement
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Adi’s Act
Provide input to the
School Safety Task
Force and ODE on
guidelines for SB52.
-Legislation is not
enough.
Implementation is key.
-Would like to see a
stronger emphasis on
trust-building between
families, students, and
schools.
Identify, highlight, or
develop other elements
of guidance documents
for school districts especially related to
school transitions and
culturally relevant
approaches.
-Schools are likely best
equipped to make their
approaches culturally
relevant - the more
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State and School Policy;
School Climate
Assessment,
Intervention, Postvention
Learning from districts
Sources of Strength does
and data what is needed
a good job addressing
and effective-- then using this topic.
resources to coordinate
those items.

Work with ODE/OHA to
identify key areas for
strategic partnering
around culturally
responsive, traumainformed work and
promoting schoolcommunity partnerships.

Focusing on those that
are most at-risk of dying
by suicide and improving
the climate for them (and
identifying issues for all
students).

Culturally Responsive or
Population Specific

Training (staff and/or
students)

There is a lot of focus on
certain populations right
now, which is good, but
we want to make sure
we aren't overlooking
other vulnerable
populations.

If there is something
that is effective, yes,
but just a training
requirement or
ineffective training
would not be helpful.

Could we partner with
Tribes, local/regional
partnerships and System
of Care Councils?

I would like to see a
comprehensive
training for all school
staff, not just QPR. I
would also like to see a
more comprehensive
and evidence-based
training implemented
than SOS. Is there a
way to vet out some
effective and safe
curriculum for
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local the better in that
regard. However,
support might be
necessary in schools
where the staff does
not represent their
constituency.
-This really depends on
what other
organizations (ODE) are
making available. We
don't want to duplicate
and confuse districts,
but they do need
guidance documents.
-Identify and develop
culturally responsive,
trauma-informed
approaches to school
districts.
-This would strongly
feed into trust-building
between families,
students and schools.
Meet with Lines for Life Making postvention
and ESD's staff working resources and best
to support 52 to better practices available.
understand emerging
needs and provide

acceptance,
compassion?

Connect with ESD's,
Engage Tribal members
superintendents to
and members of the
promote school safety,
Latinx population.
inclusivity of all students;
how can we partner to
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subject matter
expertise from the
Alliance.
-Our work should be
focused on the specific
needs of districts and
students.
-Connecting with Lines
for Life & ESD's seems
key to this work.
-Would also like to see
local engagement, not
just Lines for Life and
ESDs.
Disseminate resource
materials by posting on
ODE and Alliance
websites, share with
regional coalitions, and
/ or at conferences.
-I think ODE can
distribute materials on
their own, but it
depends on the target
audience. If the target
is someone other than

better promote
health/mental
health/suicide
prevention in education?

Must end silos and focus
more on partnering with
community-based
providers.

Focus on race and
suicide prevention. And
how to reach
populations of color
when talking about
suicide prevention
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a district, the alliance
may have a role.
-Also solicit resources
and information from
local coalitions.
Monitor or Support
ongoing
implementation of SB52
and as determined by
committee members,
provide feedback to
policy makers regarding
opportunities,
successes and areas for
improvement.
-Is our role evaluation?
Is someone else doing
this?
-Solicit feedback from
groups that work with
marginalized
populations.

I would like to examine
how the Schools
Committee could elevate
the work of schoolcommunity partnerships. I
see schools & community
mental health orgs
collaboration as crucial
now, as more schools
reopen, and in a postpandemic world. Add
topics such as educator
care, transformative SEL,
school staff/educator
suicide prevention
training to meeting
agendas for discussion. I
see many school
employed professionals at
these meetings, which is
crucial, but I would also
like to encourage some
representation from
CMHP's and other
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student/family serving
agencies that provide
school-based mental
health services.
YSIPP Recommendations: SMART Goals Activity (how can we make these specific, measurable, attainable,
relevant, and time-based?)
1. YSIPP ACTIVITY: State & School Policy
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Media & Communication Campaigns (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 1 Strategic Objective)
o Increase access to and prominence of suicide policies and resources at school locations and on
school websites and student portals. Evaluation Outcome: Validation through audit or school
district survey)
 Who does this? Coordinated campaign w ESD’s/ODE
 and increase access by xx%
• Target Area: Protective Programming (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 2 Strategic Objective):
o Provide early intervention services for school age children. What early intervention services?
Evaluation Outcome: Number of programs with participation rates and performance feedback
o Provide or link to services that address early childhood trauma. Evaluation Outcome:
Evidence of supporting media, website, and call line.
2. YSIPP ACTIVITY: School Climate
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Outreach for Coping & Connection (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 1 Strategic Objective)
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o Foster a culture of caring in schools, in which everyone is assumed to need help. Evaluation
Outcome: Documentation of detailed actions that collectively constitute cultural-change
initiatives (and Adi’s Act implementation / compliance)
o Link parents with experienced people to help them navigate a situation with their own child.
Evaluation Outcome: Documentation on incidence of parent communication, validated
against an at-risk student roster.
o Provide access to adult and peer mentors for youth. Evaluation Outcome: Evidence of schoollevel mentor program, with participation rates.
• Target Area: Protective Programming (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 2 Strategic Objective):
o Host school assembly events that foster empathy and awareness through speakers that share
real-life experiences (suicide loss, attempt survivors, at-risk home environments, bullying,
etc.). Evaluation Outcome: Documentation of assembly agendas with student and teacher
performance feedback.*Outreach to potential systems partners, seek involvement with
Alliance and Advisory group
o Highlight and amplify examples across systems of good work (ex. Juvenile Justice Pride)
3. YSIPP ACTIVITY: Culturally Responsive or Population Specific
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Outreach for Coping & Connectedness (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 1 Strategic Objective):
• Develop spaces for youth- and LGBTQ-focused support services that are welcoming and inclusive.
Evaluation Outcome: Supporting media and website information, with documentation of
participation rates.
• Expand peer connections and services for at-risk populations. Help youth who are struggling with
depression and acceptance to find a “buddy” (someone they trust and to whom they can reach out).
Evaluation Outcome: Supporting media and website information, with documentation of
participation rates.
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• Utilize volunteers to make unsolicited calls to validate safety of at-risk youth. Evaluation Outcome:
Documentation of call log with matrix to identify volunteer assignments for at-risk students.
• Target Area: Protective Programming (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 2 Strategic Objective):
• Develop spaces for youth- and LGBTQ-focused support services that are welcoming and inclusive.
Evaluation Outcome: Documentation of spaces, programs, communication, and participation rates.
4. YSIPP ACTIVITY: Training (staff and/or students)
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Outreach for Coping & Connectedness (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 1 Strategic Objective):
• Use evidence-based social / emotional curriculum at the elementary-school level to build coping
skills. Evaluation Outcome: Validation and independent review of curriculum content (and Adi’s
Act implementation / compliance?)
• Target Area: Protective Programming (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 2 Strategic Objective):
• Integrate mental health as part of school curriculum (like health and/or physical education).
Evaluation Outcome: Validation and independent review of curriculum content (and Adi’s Act
implementation / compliance).
• Provide and require QPR and Mental Health First Aid, and ASIST training (and refresher courses) to
school staff. Evaluation Outcome: Documentation of training dates, with participant attendance
certifications (and Adi’s Act implementation / compliance)*
5. YSIPP ACTIVITY: Postvention
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Postvention (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 3 Strategic Objective)
• Host school assembly events that foster empathy and awareness through speakers that share
real-life experiences (suicide loss, attempt survivors, at-risk home environments, bullying, etc.).
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Evaluation Outcome: Documentation of assembly agendas, with student and teacher
performance feedback.*
6. YSIPP ACTIVITY: Assessment / Intervention
Description:
Suggested Actions:
• Target Area: Protective Programming (YSIPP 2.0 Pillar 2 Strategic Objective):
• Provide and require QPR and Mental Health First Aid, and ASIST training (and refresher courses) to
school staff. Evaluation Outcome: Documentation of training dates, with participant attendance
certifications (and Adi’s Act implementation / compliance)*

